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ABSTRACT ;

During some of the design basis accidents ini
Modular High Temperature Gaa Cooled Reactors
(MHTGRs) the main Heat Transport System (HTS)
and the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), are
assumed to have failed. Decay heat ia then
removed by the passive Reactor Cavity Cooling
System (RCCS) only. If either forced flow
cooling system becomes available during such a
transient, its restart could significantly
reduce the down-t ime. This paper uses the
THATCH code, to examine whether such restart,
during a period of elevated core temperatures,
can be accomplished within wafe limits for fuel
and metal component temperatures. If thei
reactor is scrammed, either system can)
apparently be restarted at any time, without!
exceeding any safe limits. However, under)
unscrammed conditions a restart of forced
cooling can lead to recriticality, with fuel and
metal temperatures significantly exceeding the
safety limits.

INTRODUCTION ;

One of the commercial advanced reactor
concepts currently being developed in the United
States under sponsorship of the U.S. Department:
of Energy (DOE) is the Modular High Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR). For a detailed:
description of the reactor see, for instance,I
Bechtel, 1986.' The primary loop of the MHTGR
is contained in two vessels, a reactor vessel
and a steam generator vessel, arranged side by
side, as shown in Figure 1. The two vessels are
housed in separate cavities of an underground
ailo. The system has two forced convection
cooldown systems, the Heat Transport System
(HTS), consisting of the main circulator and
steam generator, and a Shutdown Cooling System
(SCS), located at the bottom of the reactor
vessel. If neither of these two forced
convection cooldown systems is available, the
completely passive Reactor Cavity Cooling System)
(RCCS) can remove the decay heat and achieve1

final cooldown over a period of days. This
system is chown schematically in Figure 2.

During the initial review of the
Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)
of this reactor, various potential accident
transients were evaluated,-"1 primarily using the
THATCH computer code and its various sub
modules.4 The primary focus of these investiga-

tions was transients without forced cooling,
i.e., with ultimate heat removal by the RCCS.

This report concentrate* on transients
involving the* forced convection cooldown
systems, the HTS and the SCS. During normal
power production, as well"as during start-up and
shut-down the HTS is used to transfer the •
energy, produced in the core, to the secondary•
coolant of the steam generator. It is designed
for full power operation at 350 MW.

The primary function of the SCS - by !
current specification - is- to provide for
relatively rapid reactor cooldown, in about 24
hours, in case the HTS is not available. Thus, i
the SCS serves primarily to reduce down time due
to unavailability of the HTS. It is designed
for dacay heat removal at a rate of about 24 MW.

This paper will apply a new steam
generator/heat exchanger module of the THATCH
code5 to some accident scenarios of potential
concern. There i3 little doubt than either
forced flow heat removal system can safely cool

"This work was sponsored under the auspicies of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Figure 1: Schematic of the MHTGR Primary Loop1
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transfer surface, the model testa whether thai
secondary side water outlet conditions will be
liquid, vapor or superheated vapor, and analyzes
the performance as a aingle-region, two-region
or three-region heat exchanger, as appropriate.
-If the nuiTiber of regions exceeds those
anticipated, a warning alerts the user.

For a counterflow heat exchanger the
following energy balance applies for regions 1
and 3, following the schematic of Figure 3:

w, cp. , d8h

and

(1)

(2)

down the reactor from full power, if available
at the beginning of a shut down transient.
However, during passive conduction cooldown via
the RCCS, peak core temperatures of about 1400°c
can be expected. If either of the two forced
convection systems were started during such a
core cooldown transient, hotter than usual gas
could enter the metallic sections of the core
support structure or of the heat removal system,
potentially causing component damage> In the.
low probability case of loss of forced
circulation without scram, the reactor shuts'
down and remains subcritical due to the negative
core temperature feedback and due to xenon build
up. However, a start of the SCS under such
conditions would reduce core temperatures and
could increase reactivity and core heat
generation. These abnormal events are the
primary concern of this paper.

THE MODEL

The steam qenerator/heat exchanger model;
applied here solves the quasi-steady energy1

balance in a heat exchanger, allowing for phasei
change on the secondary side.

Under normal circumstances the SCS heat
exchanger is a single phase counterflow heat
exchanger with helium on the shell" side and
water on the tube side. By control of the SCS
circulator speed, the water-side outlet
temperature is kept constant, providing
sufficient margin from boiling.

The HTS steam generator consists of
economizer, evaporator and superheater sections,
again with the primary loop coolant, helium, on
the shell side and the water or steam on the
tube side. While the above three regions exist
under normal operating conditions, only one or
two regions may be present under start-up and
shutdown conditions, or during some accident
transients. The flow arrangement is counterflow
here too, with helium downflow and water upflow.

Based on the given coolant flows, the
inlet temperatures, and the available heat.

where Q-, is the heat transferred in Region i, 8
La the temperature, w is the mass flow, cp is
the ipecific heat, U; is an overall heat transfer.
coefficient, and A is the heat transfer surface
area. The subccript h designates helium and s
water or steam. Defining

and

14)

Equations (1) and (2) can be integrated over a
single phase region and yield

" «s i-i) (5)

and

where for X;

i-l) (6)

Ei -
1-e -* (Xi - I)

and for the special case

(7)

(8)

In the evaporator section (region 2) one obtains
from the above energy balance with the water
side temperature remaining constant

"h2 " "hi 19)

(10)

where hf, is the heat of vaporization.
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Figure 3: Schematic of Temperature
Distribution in a Three-Region Steam Generator

In the current HHTGR design, both the HTSl
and the SCS use helical coil tube bundles, with)
the primary coolant on the shell side and the.
secondary coolant on the tube side. The overall
heat transfer coefficient U; is the combined!
coefficient for tube side, tube wall and shell
side heat transfer resistances. On the shell
side the correlations, of Section 2.5.3 of the
Heat Exchanger Design Handbook.0 arfi used for:
flow across in-line unfinned tube banks.

The helium side generally constitutes the
dominant heat transfer resistance. However, for
the feedwater heater and the superheater
sections the tube wall conduction and the
secondary side heat transfer are also evaluated.
In the evaporator section the tube wall and
secondary side resistances are currently
neglected. The secondary side heat transferi
coefficients for the subcooled and superheated
regions are computed from the correlations of
Section 2.5.14 of the Heat Exchanger DesignI
Handbook6 for flow inside of helically coiledi
tubes.

Equations (5) and (6) can be solved for
given flow rates, inlet temperatures and heat!
transfer surfaces for the two coolant exit!
temperatures of ..any single phase region. Inj
case of a single phase heat exchanger an)
iterative solution of these equations,
considering the temperature dependence of E; and
Xj is obtained by the code, applying a Newton
Raphson procedure.

i

In the three region case of economizer,
evaporator and superheater, Equation {5 > for
Regions 1 and 3 and Equation (9) for Region 2
are three equations characterising the heat
transfer in these three regions. They are
symbolically designated as Hj, where i is the
number of the region. Equations (6) for Regions
1 and 3 and (10) for Region 2 comprise a set of
three energy balance equations, symbolically
designated as Bt. Note that in addition to
coolant inlet and exit temperatures of each
region, the heat transfer surface area of the
region Aj is an additional unknown, since only
the total heat transfer surface A-y is known.

where n is the number of regions present, the
sat of Equations H, to H, and B, to B3 combined
with Equation (11) constitutes a set of seven
simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations in
the seven variables A,, A=, A3 and Sh2- #hi' ho'
6^. The set of simultaneous equations is solved
again, using a Newton-Raphson procedure after
algebraic elimination of some of the equations.

For the cane of only two regions being
present (economizer and evaporator) an
equivalent procedure is applied. In this case
Equation (10) can be expressed as >

(12) I

where x designates the* steam - exit quality
Homogeneous equilibrium, i.e., both phases
moving at equal velocities, is assumed here.

During HTS transients the regions present
in the steam generator may change, depending on
coolant flow rates and inlet temperatures. The:
code will therefore, optionally, check how many|
regions can be present under current inlet:
conditions and will flag any changes in the
number of regions from the preceding call, as
well as unexpectedly high region numbers (like
boiling in the SCS).

MODEL APPLICATIONS

At this time, some details of the design!
data, affecting performance, have not been
finalized. Estimates and/or scaling were,
therefore, applied for some of these data, such
as the SCS tube bundla diameter. The current!
results are, therefore, preliminary, and will be I
revised as more details become available.
However, they are sufficient to indicate overall
behavior and trends.

General HTS and SCS shutdown transients
were analyzed and have been presented with the!
model documentation. Some potential accident)
scenarios will be presented here. '

Case 1: SCS Restart During Pressurized
Core Heatup Scenarios

During a typical "conduction cooldown",
which i3 a reactor transient following loss of
forced cooling with scram, heat is initially
stored in the core with slow heat rejection to
the RCCS. Current best estimate evaluations of
pressurized core heatup transient indicate peak
fuel temperatures of 1210°C at 46 hr, and peak
vessel temperatures of 3S0°C at 80 hr.

To reduce the down time following such
scenarios, one would want to start the SCS
whenever it is available. However, starting it
while the core temperatures are at elevated
levels could, in principle, expose metallic
parts of the core support structure and the SCS



to excessive gas temperature!. To investigate
such a scenario, a pressurized core heatup
transient with an SCS start-up at 50 hr was
analyzed.

Core and vessel, temperatures for the SCSI
cooldown portion of the transient are shown in.'
Figure 4. coolant temperatures are shown in I
Figure 5. The peak core temperatures of about
1200*C occur in the upper parts of the active.
core, while the bottom reflectors are at about:
400 to 500°C at the beginning of SCS cooldown.j
The coolant exiting the bottom of the core and
passing to the SCS will initially get hotter andl
reach a maximum temperature of about 700"c about!
20 minutes after the beginning of SCS cooldown.[
With 700°C being the core exit temperature
during normal full power operation* this does
not impose any excessive temperatures on the SCS
or the core support structure. The temperature
rise between SCS helium exit temperature and
upper plenum temperature in Figure S indicates
cooling of core barrel and vessel by the
upflowing helium. The SCS water outlet
temperature remains initially constant, as the
SCS control logic adjusts the helium flow to
achieve a constant heat removal rate. The
assumed maximum circulator speed is reached at!
about 100 minutes after start of the SCS, and.
because the primary coolant flow no longer!
increases, the water exit temperature and the:
total heat removal rate begins to decrease. /
Thus, this preliminary analysis indicates that)
SCS startup during a pressurized core heatup'
transient does not appear to impose any risk to
the metallic reactor components.
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FLgure 4:
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Figure S:
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SCS coolant Temperatures and Upper
Plenum Gas Temperature During SCS
Cooldown Starred After 50 hr of a
Pressurized Core Heatup Transient.

Case 2: SCS Restart Under Unscrammed
Conditions

The MHTGR. has two independent scram
systems, and a loss of forced cooling ccmbined
with failure to scram is an event of very low
probability. Such scenarios have been
investigated during the PSID review.- It was
found that in casa of loss of forced cooling
plufl failure to scram, the reactor will become
subcritical due to its negative temperature
feedback coefficient. This is initially
supplemented by increasing xenon concentration.
However, AH the xenon decays recriticality and;
power oscillations at low power levels can occur1

after about 40 hr, as shown here for current
conditions in Figures 6 and 7, Associated with
these low power oscillations, an increase in:
peak core temperatures can be observed. Typical,
reactivities for such a scenario are shown int
Figure 8. After about 42 hours, the xenon hasi
decayed below full powar levels, so its net;
impact on reactivity becomes "positive" (less
negative than at the beginning of the process).
To compensate, the core heats up and a quasi-
equilibrium is established with about 2 MW of
fission power.

Thus, if the SCS were to be started under
such unscram/ned conditions its cooling of the
core could aggravate an already serious accident
condition. Typical results for an assumed SCS
restart at 40 hr, i.e. shortly before
recriticality, are shown in Figures 9 to ll.
After initial power oscillations at SCS start
time a fission plus decay heat power level of
about 28 MW is established, with about 2-1 MW
heat removal by the SCS. While the average core
temperature for this case is lesa than in the
no-scram scenario without SCS restart, the
maximum core temperatures are significantly
higher, reaching 1900°c at about 58 hr. About
10 hr after the SCS restart, 30* of the fuel
exceeds the safe temperature limit of 160O"C.
In the original scenario of failure to scram
without SCS restart, only 15% of the core
exceeded 1600°C with a maximum core temperature



at 70 hr of 1730"C. The helium coolant leaving|
the lower plenum reaches temperatures above I
1000*C within about 2 hr of SCS restart, which
is an excessive level for the metallic core
support structure and the SCS components.
Similar scenarios, considering SCS restarts at
20 hr and at 50 hr, gave equivalent results of
excessive peak fuel temperatures and helium I
coolant temperatures.
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Figure 7: Active Core Temperatures During a
Pressurized Core Heatup Transient
with Failure to Scram
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Case 3: HTS Restart Under Unscrammed|
Conditions

An HTS restart at 40 hr, i.e., shortly
before recriticality, was also modelled.
Results are shown in Figures 12 to 15. After an
initial brief cooldown period, at about 40.03
hr, the net xenon contribution to reactivity
becomes positive, resulting in recriticalicy and
forcing the core to heat up. The core
temperature would rise relatively rapidly and in
such a scenario, and around 42 hr peak fuel
temperatures close to 1800°C would be reached.
About 15% of the active core would exceed the
safe temperature limit of 1600°C for about 5 hr.
However, worst of all, coolant temperatures to
the HTS would reach 1500°c, an unacceptable
level, and early failure of the steam generator
or circulator would be expected. Thus, in the
remote case of a core heatup transient without
scram, one would not want to start either forced
cooling system until scram, la either one of.
the two scram systems, has b. n achieved. j
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Figure 12: Active Core Temperatures for HTS
Restart at -30 hr During a Failure to
Scram Accident Transient
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Figure 11: SCS Coolant Temperatures for SCS
Restart at 40 hr During a Failure to
Scram Accident Transient I
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Figure 13: Core Power and HTS Heat Removal for

HTS Restart at 40 hr During a
Failure to Scram Accident Transient
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CONCLUSIONS |

h new heat exchanger/steam generator
module for the THATCH code has been applied to
several postulated MHTGR accident transients.
It was found that if the SCS becomes available'
during a pressurized conduction cooldown:
transient, it can be started/ even during the>
time period of highest core temperatures,
without causing excessive temperatures in the I
fuel or in the metallic components of the Corel
support structure or the SCS itself, assuming
the reactor has been scrammed.

If the SCS were to be used during a low
probability core heatup transient in a non-
scranuned reactor, an already serious accident
situation would be severely aggravated. Peak
fuel temperatures would increase significantly,
to about 1900°C, and the helium coolant leaving
the core could exceed temperatures of 1000°c.
Use of the HTS under such conditions is equallyi
undesirable, leading to fuel temperatures close!
to 1800°c and, worst of all, to coolanti
temperatures above lSOO'c. Therefore, it isi
quite apparent that neither forced cooling'
system should be activated until a safe scram
has been achieved.
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